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Two features of slavery were bad in Ethiopia—a form
of land tenure which made the tenant virtually a serf, tied
to the soil as in mediaeval England, and the slave trade.
The latter must be clearly differentiated from slavery, just
as in our society we tolerate prostitution but punish the
white slave trafficker. Slave trading has greatly fallen
from its high estate of the days when America and
the West Indies were being provided with labour, but
it remained endemic in large stretches of North Africa.
Gordon tried but failed to suppress it in the Sudan. It
lingered on into this century, though the only external
market—Arabia and Iraq—for negroid slafres was
rapidly disappearing, and there was little internal demand
for forced labour. A few old slave-trading families still
operated, and they made use of Northern Ethiopia and
the Danakil desert A glance at the map will show that
they must have passed through either English, French,
or Italian territory to ship their human cargoes across
the Red Sea* For practical and administrative reasons
British Somaliland and the small French territory round
Jibuti were out of the question.
The traffic, as was well known to people in those
parts, was through the southern part of Eritrea, and was
winked at by Italian officials, and financed by two
European adventurers, both now reputed dead. The
case against the Ethiopian government on the slave-
trading business is only effective in so far as there is
proof of weak administration in the outlying and
especially in the desert areas. British officials in the
Sudan would agree that there is occasionally trouble
of this kind in certain areas under their control—the
.law and ar* elderly and quite negroid * slave' who had been his
personal servant. The arrangement was accepted by everyone, and
obviously considered quite normal.

